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[excerpts]

PREFACE

Introduction
Not Expressing
Hijikata Tatsumi often said that expressing was a base impulse. If
Butoh became a means of expression, it would be «begging and prostrating itself» – an «adjusted form of Butoh» manifesting «obedience
1
.
2
. He statemerges through something not expressed, does it not»3?
According to Hijikata, his sister was his Butoh teacher.
-

1

Inu no joumyaku ni sitto suru koto kara (From Being Jealous of a Dog’s Vein),

2

First known reference was in the program for the «Cross Talk Intermedia

3

Kaza daruma (Wind Daruma), in Hijikata Tatsumi Zensyuu II (Collected

«Teatro e Storia» n.s. 37-2016
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his Butoh but to read between his lines.
der Hijikata endured teaching like a koan of Zen
to express when going onto the stage, the place to express; likewise,
Hijikata told them not to express, the nature of his Butoh must have
statement «Butoh is not expression».
«convulsion of existence».
The other idea is that the method in Hijikata’s Butoh is to «express
studied under him.
This Butoh cannot be deciphered through existing codes. But if
,
we will attempt to reduce Hijikata’s Butoh to simpler forms so that
4

conventional dance, can be understood.
We will also attempt to address whether Butoh can be handed
shared and handed down to following generations.
Handing Down Butoh
-

4
The author refers here to the book from which these excerpts are taken:
Morishita Takashi, Hijikata Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh. An innovational method for
butoh creation
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mented, «it will survive because it disappears»5. Although it disappears
-

what has disappeared?

written about them or recorded images of these performances, and dancdancer, and a complete collection of his writings has been compiled.
For example, Hijikata’s writings were poetic metaphors, full of
in modem and present theatrical art. Rather, there were geidan: talks
given his lack of desire to theorize Butoh, are closer to geidan.
in understanding the background for Hijikata’s Butoh and his mental

Thus, putting aside whether Hijikata’s writings should be called
geidan
Butoh.

5

about his view of Butoh to his pupils.
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How much, for example, can we see Hijikata’s Butoh duplicated
axes or a frame of reference on which to distribute it. Butoh itself has

Indeed, solid discussions of Hijikata’s work should be basic studies for
ing such discussions is premised on the assumption that the methods

1: Hijikata Tatsumi’s Butoh

Hijikata Tatsumi’s Butoh is considered to have begun with the
work «Forbidden Colors» (Kinjiki
members of the All Japan Art Dance Association (Zen nihon geijutu
buyou kyoukai
was released: «Studied under Ando Mitsuko, respects Ohno Kazuo like
6

and mind when he was in his late 20s and into his 30s.
From 1959 until 1961, he was involved in three theatrical proexperIenCe
650 ExpErIEncE no kai) and created the work «Six Avant Garde Artists» (Rokunin

6
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no avant-garde). Declaring it to be avant-garde, Hijikata released the
7
ists» was performed once in 1959 and once in 1960 .
He participated twice in performances «Women Avantgardists’
Dance Recital» (Joryuu avant-garde
.
In 1960 and 1961, he held his own recitals, «Hijikata Tatsumi
danCe experIenCe
Hijikata Tatsumi DancE ExpErIEncE no
kai). For both events, Ohno Kazuo and six or seven other dancers performed together.
When his work «Forbidden Colors», released in 1959, became,
along with Wakamatsu Miki’s «Situation» (Joukyou), the focus of criticism from the mainstream of All Japan Art Dance Association because
of its radical themes and expressions, Hijikata joined in the activities
Tsuda Dance Studio, later Asbestos Studio (Asbestos kan).
to be avant-garde and took off in an experimental direction. During
this time, as he struggled in the gap between denial and creation,
hiding himself in his writings, he oscillated between the fact and the
idea, demonstrating a part of the thought process behind the creation
of Butoh.
ture, including Jean Genet and Comte de Lautréamont, his dance forms
mances were often embellished.

7

Kaoru, and Miho Keitaro in the second performance.
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From Anti-Dance to Rebelling Body
In 1962, Hijikata took over the Tsuda Dance Studio from Tsuda
he began operating at the studio – to 1966 is the second period in HiAsbestos Studio, «The Inauguration of the Leda Association Secret
Leda no kai hossoku dai-ikkai kouen), which he
created and directed.
Haisen kinen
bansankai) with neo-Dada artists, including Kazakura Sho and Akasegawa Genpei, and musicians of Group Ongaku
and Kosugi Takehisa. It was an unusual – perhaps even far-out – event
9

.

(

) reunited all the avant-garlaborated with avant-garde artists in «Rose-Colored Dance» (Barairo
dansu
Favor in Sexual Love: Tomato» (
to
genre of dance.
From the existing pictures and images of «Masseur» and
expression, but these sources do tell us that Hijikata was absorbed in
something both anti-art and anti-dance.

all of them, and danced in the performances for Takai and Ishii.
A solo performance, «Hijikata Tatsumi and the Japanese: Rebel9

There is no printed material for the event. There are records of verbal
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),
showed viewers the overwhelming power of Butoh and established its
reputation as full of madness and violence and eroticism.
didn’t
who danced.

form on the stage again until 1972, except to make a guest appeara group Genjusha, and continued a series of small performances over
a considerable period. He revealed his own ideas on Butoh through
Hangi dai tou
kan)» and started including it in the name of the performance.
The fourth period in Hijikata’s creative life spans from the formation of Genjusha to when a major performance was staged in September
1972 to commemorate the formation of Harupin-ha. There emerged a
Having waited until the time was ripe to return to active perforfor Four Seasons» (Siki no tame no nijuu-nana ban), a performance
School (

)».

Hijikata’s Butoh. He took full personal charge of the performance, enwithout standing up – it was, as he described, a dance in which he
could not stand up.
«Quiet House» (Shizuka na ie) in 1973 followed as an extension of
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Youbutu sintan

Dairakuda-

kan Temputenshiki
toh, important because he created new dances never seen before, and
performed them himself.

In 1974, Hijikata formed another group at Asbestos Studio, Hakutobo
Genjusha, was also female-dominated.
Hijikata created (directed, organized, and choreographed) a series of
16 works for Hakutobo
achievement.
directed and choreographed works for his pupils and also participated

however, will stop in its explorations. Rather, in our search for the form
When considering the form of Hijikata’s Butoh and how it might
be handed down to following generations, we should not deal with Hi-
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2: Thoughts and Methods of Hijikata Tatsumi
[…]

. He also stated, «The time
11
.
This was not an experiment in artistic creation, but a performance
istence of dancer Hijikata Tatsumi known to the world. Although reactions were mixed, the work had a strong impact on artists, perform10

Butoh.
-

sion of its existence, were shown together.
As a solo work of Hijikata, this was an integration of the dance
well.
The original title of the recital is «Hijikata Tatsumi and the Jap-

10

Garumera syoukai

11

Nikutai no yami o musiru...
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.

12

Kara Juro, a great leader of the underground theater, also advocated
Tokkenteki nikutai ron
beggar (Kawara kojiki), a reference to the pariah status of pre-modern
Kabuki performers, and asserted that he was himself a Kabuki
Shingeki
which had descended into literature13.
In the period when the boom in underground theater – which re-

In the 1960s and 1970s, in the third and fourth periods of Hijikata’s
. These words expressed the founda-

14

12

his review of the photo exhibition Kamaitachi (Sickle Weasel), «Bijutsu Techo», June
13

Tokkenteki nikutairon

14

Otoko wa itido sinde haiagare

Kosimaki Osen,
Nikutai no yami o musiru... (Plucking
Ankoku no butai o odoru majin (A Daemon
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Hijikata Tatsumi’s dancing around this time cemented the image of
The image of «Butoh on the edge of crisis» made a strong impression
Butoh spirit of Hijikata Tatsumi.
Notational Butoh

born dancer.
for example, that Hijikata’s dance is terrestrial and Kasai’s is celestial – this paper attends to the point that Kasai valued improvisation,
whereas Hijikata rejected it in creating his Butoh. When a person of
that time intended to become a dancer and had to decide which master
to follow, this difference – with or without improvisation –was the
critical factor.
In this respect, Hijikata’s Butoh from the fourth and sixth periods
Butoh-fu) as the base and method of its creation
(i.e., not improvisation), while Kasai took a negative view of Butoh
gave form to them.
hereafter, and will make clear whether Butoh could be handed down or
not, as well as provide guidelines for evaluations of Butoh.
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Butoh Notation in the Hijikata Tatsumi Archive
from Asbestos Studio, written on scrapbooks, B5-sized notebooks, and
Mozousi
A15. A road to studies on Hijikata’s Butoh thus opened up when the Hijikata Tatsumi Archive was founded, allowing scholars to access these
materials16.
and magazines, including Collected Works of Hijikata Tatsumi (Hijikata Tatsumi Zensyuu) and tv
Hijikata is the full collection in the archive.
Cd-rom Butoh Kaden was edited and proexplanations, became accessible to the public. As a result, it became
.

17

15
The Hijikata Tatsumi Archive took pictures of all pages of Hijikata’s 14
scrapbooks, processed them into digital color images, and made them available to

issue, but it is not one taken up here. In the chapter Butoh seisei no source tositeno
Butoh Notation
Hijikata
(Tatsumi Hijikata’s Butoh:

16

17

comprising three B5-sized notebooks, notes on Butoh comprising of 17 B5-sized
of a B5-sized notebook (photographed).
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What matters here is the existence of Butoh notebook, rather than
Butoh is regulated into a certain form, and such Butoh can be handed
down.
Can the same thing be said about the Butoh Hijikata himself
. There
is a group of materials that led Hijikata to images and creation, notes
from which we, in turn, can get a glimpse of his method of creation.
There is also a group of materials that Hijikata wrote as scripts for his
works.

essential – materials for understanding Hijikata’s Butoh during the
subject periods.
Butoh in the Age of Butoh Notation
standing of Hijikata’s performances from the fourth to sixth periods.
over, in this section, we dare to omit introduction of Hijikata’s dance,
proaching in the process a cross-section of his Butoh.

needed to teach Butoh to his pupils. It is important to note, however,
Hijikata Tatsumi no Butoh souzou no houhou o megutte (About Hijikata
Tatsumi’s Method of Creating Butoh), in Genetic Archive Engine
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seemed to enter a long silence. During that time, he devoted himself
to creating a new dance/Butoh – a dance that had never been seen.
What is that resultant new Butoh? Of course, it cannot be described in
dance can be described as being avant-garde, though with reminders of
This Butoh embodied Hijikata’s isolated struggle for creation over
Some felt awkward when confronted with Hijikata’s new Butoh.
(Ankoku Butoh ha) dancers for a decade, Ito Morio was critical after seeing «Finback Whale» (Nagasu kujira
Harupin-ha in

.
Ito had thought that Hijikata and other Ankoku School (Ankoku-ha)
19

be avant-garde from the ’60s through the ’70s. «As its name implied,
.

20

was certain, as Ito pointed out, that Hijikata’s Butoh went in the direcDid Hijikata’s Butoh degenerate into fast-food expression? Did
Hijikata shed the avant-garde, intending to become a conventionalized
classic? Or did he convert to being a modernist who «was spurred on
21
and went wild over Noh and Kabuki
?

19
20
21

p. 195.

Ibidem.
Screen Stage

Koten to Gendai
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Tohoku Kabuki and Classical Dance
sons» in 1972 created a sensation; people were astonished and admired
Hijikata’s Butoh world, which emerged from the back of the banner
Tohoku Kabuki.
Kabuki

be called»22? His review, titled «A Classical Dance Called Death» (Si
to iu koten butoh
performances that could not be described in the modern language of art
and expression.
that his Butoh was called a «classical dance»? It was Hijikata himself
who prepared catchphrases seemed impertinent to those who had experienced his performances – Tohoku Kabuki – until that time. Gunji
of spectacular catchphrases or Japanese designs in the performances,
At the same time, people were doubtful about Hijikata’s return to
classical dance, or to «Japanese traditional performance», sometimes
even causing them to suspect that something important was still being
hidden.
It seems to me that severe criticism and confrontation of the existing
Suzuki-san»23.

22

Si to iu koten Butoh (A Classical Dance Called Death), «Bijutsu Techo»,

23

Ketujo tositeno gengo = Sintai no kasetu
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session between Hijikata and Suzuki Tadashi, and Hijikata avoided anthe other participant. Suzuki Tadashi talked about his own understandand all things Japanese.
but he seemed neither to be critical of traditional performing arts, nor
to be confronting them.
or direction of the Butoh that he tried to develop in that period would
be much clearer, which would be most helpful to our understanding
of Butoh, but it is too late for that now. Even after this talk, Hijikata
dashi did.
Techniques and Discovery of Methods
Putting aside what Hijikata thought of traditional performing arts,

of the actor/actress. He or she cannot but go into the inside to thus be.

24

.

25

24

25

p. 105.

Nikutai no yami o musiru...

Gekiteki gengo (Theatre Language),
Energy taiwa
cit.,
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should not become just an instrument of words – a criticism of modern
-

actors/actresses in a state of dépaysement, collages in surrealistic contexts.
This view of Suzuki’s on theatrical performance and method of
ticism about expression and wariness of conventionalization were fundamental to his Butoh creation.
In addition, regarding «theatrical performance as an unnatural
26
cult manners» . Practice sessions amounted to severe training for the
his training methods, from breathing to gesturing, were based on those
of the traditional arts.
and caused mental stress, although training at Asbestos Studio did not
Suzuki’s methods did.
Awareness of the classics, however, leads to awareness of the
«method» of Butoh creation. If theatrical critic Gunji’s comments
were accurate, regardless of whether Hijikata himself expressed such
in the traditional performing arts.
considering Hijikata’s Butoh in the 1960s. But in the 1970s, Hijikata
was expected to speak out about Butoh, as the theorist Suzuki Tadashi
was doing.

26

Jikan to kuukan (Time and Space), (a conversation between Ota Shogo and
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such changes in the paradigms of the times.
-

gaged in performance, neither critics nor spectators ever asked him
Noh, thoroughHakutobo. It was, howevHakutobo in the
Kurai

Noh performances27».

ered from the outside.
-

In such circumstances, we will have to address the contents of Buwork, it will be a long effort.
-

27
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taught; and images recording Hijikata’s own dancing are included in

after.

CHAPTER I

[…]
Notational Butoh
dia after Hijikata’s death
to outsiders about his method, remaining silent on such subjects as
those involved in research on Hijikata’s Butoh.

the book
Cd-rom Butoh Kaden
monochrome in Collected Works of Hijikata Tatsumi
via the Hijikata Tatsumi Archive and online (limited access).
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toh29
people who desired to be Butoh dancers, veteran dancers who had alCritics who were present at those so-called open practice sessions
were also astonished30. In these sessions, a method of creating Hijika-

performance.

increased; in particular, he collected words helpful to imagine movements. With more words, the number of movements increased not just
In addition, with time, advancement in the skills of pupils made
increase but also their phase-applications changed, from words to stimnerves and create movement31.

and effect, meaning media and result. The other is the relationship be-

29

Tatsumi’s Butoh Seminars (Hijikata Tatsumi Butoh kouza

30

31

was working at the time on how to express «materials», such as metal.
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First, we will examine the critical relationship between master and
Which Ankoku Butoh Emerges» (Ankoku Butoh no toujou kankaku) de-

. Hijikata didn’t refer at all to
dancing or practice sessions, but rather tried to depict Asbestos Studio,
their communal living place, as if a video camera were moving around,
32

Asbestos Studio was a place for Hijikata to practice as well as to
live. In addition, it became a special theater for him. There, master and
pupils lived a sort of communal life. This communal element in which
tion of the creation of Hijikata Tatsumi’s Butoh.
creation. At Asbestos Studio, however, there was a substantive link between the master-pupil relationship and creation of the art.
Regarding the master-pupil relationship, Uchida Tatsuru’s menLévinas, should be noted33. Lévinas talks about mentor and student in
handing down the Talmud of Judaism and discusses the relationship
Noh.
Lacan introduces Chevalier Auguste Dupin and Minister D from Edgar Allan Poe’s «The Purloined Letter». He also discusses the mentor-student of Zen priest, which Lacan referred to as a model for a good
mentor-student relationship. The interesting nature of mentor-student
relationships is revealed in such situations.

32
Hijikata Tatsumi, Ankoku Butoh no toujou kankaku
Which Ankoku Butoh Emerges), in Bibou no aozora

Uchida Tatsuru, Tasya to sisya
2004, pp. 47-61.
33
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learned was “manners”. A student does not learn variable knowledge
or information from his or her mentor. Rather, the student learns “manners” that help to extract unlimited wisdom from the sacred texts34.
tations or knowledge, but how to learn. According to Lacan, a teacher
35
.
As mentioned in the preface, Noh
watched a series of Hijikata’s open lessons, was astonished: «Butoh
. The mental component and emotional
impact of Butoh indicates that it is a form of artistic expression that
36

How is such a mentor-and-student relationship established? Ac37
». One does
not become a student after the mentor provides someone with knowledge or skills; one becomes a student after becoming aware of comHijikata Tatsumi, Hijikata often asked him a riddle . Hijikata was in39
.

the riddle.

34
35

Idem, p. 52.
Idem, p. 61.

36

Uchida Tatsuru, Tasya to sisya (Others and the Deceased), cit., p. 60.
Kara Juro, Waga tomo Hijikata Tatsumi
Dokusho Shimbun», April 9, 1979.
37

39

pamphlet for the performance Honegami touge hotoke kazura (Corpse Vine on Ossa
Famine Ridge), October 1970.
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to be Butoh dancers or admiring the world of Ankoku (darkness). These
sakuotoko)
and female pupils maidservants (gejo)40.
This master-and-pupil relationship was essential for Hijikata
Butoh existed based on the master-and-pupil relationship.
Words of Butoh Notation
between master and pupil – the Butoh method itself – rather than as a
part of the method of Hijikata’s Butoh.
them during his lessons and his pupils wrote them down in their noteButoh-fu). Although
the “-fu” in the Butoh-fu
-

40

antisocial and against the trend toward respecting human rights, and thus Hijikata
Hijikata’s Butoh in the 1970s, this suggests there is much to be considered.
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,I
will not repeat the explanation here. However, it is worth repeating that
41

écriture) of
parole), in
accordance with Hijikata Tatsumi’s method.
contents, gestic items are numbered 1 to 60. These items include:
1) Redon’s Darkness
3) Bacon...

and so on.

Each is named for a modem European painter, and images of their
12) Swamp Space
13) Burnt Down Bridge
14) Auschwitz
scene. Then we have:
17) Solomon’s Palace
19) Turner Space
20) Front and Back of a Mirror
These seem to expand an image based on concrete personal
grouping:

41

Morishita Takashi, Hijikata’s Method of Butoh Creation, Genetic Archive
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31) Bull
32) Bird 1
39) Flower 1
These make us think of dance movements that express the con-

47) Flower of Fretfulness
50) Queer Figure

70) Light

which go in search of more concrete images of movements – therefore,
let us refer to these attempts to describe the form as Waguri/Butoh
lustrate Hijikata’s Butoh movements. To look at it from a different perspective, however, this also means that it doesn’t matter much which
items we select – all are relevant to examining Hijikata’s movements.
For example, when we open the page under «21. Strange Prince»,
Item 21-4 [A]
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is Burning. Pomegranate Teeth. Face of a Bull and Wings on the Back.
A Tail Grows and the Pelvis is Open. Putting a Cat on One’s Bosom.
Cat Out, Bellmer is Higher and a Balloon on the Back. The Left Hand
is on the Table and Steam at the Feet. A Man with a Pockmarked Face.
Kinkato
Item 29-5 [B]
Pollen. Person of Stone. Person of Michaux. Thundering. Wols. MonLightning Bug’s Flash. Shaking the Buttocks Backward. Table. Chick.
Deciphering Butoh Notation

Although there were differences in movements between A and B,

the master – Hijikata himself. The word groups directed the movements (gestures).
-
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can be signs or morpheme comprising a text.
-

Hijikata Tatsumi’s Butoh.
phered. There are, however, obstacles in ascertaining the former.
dicate. In order to do that, we must understand the codes that Hijikata
Second, we must understand that the words are spoken for the sake
-

at a training place.
ments. Simple calculations would suggest the existence of some 4,500
-
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gave to Waguri or that Waguri was able to apprehend. In fact, substan.
In his work, Hijikata created such an enormous movements (ges42

name of the movement) that had been given43.
Structure of Butoh Notation

suming certain characteristics. Based on these characteristics, what each
(gestures). This paper, however, has no room to go deeper into that av-

those thoughts»44.
-

42

On an audio tape recording of Hijikata Tatsumi’s voice choreographing his

43

the names of their schools and choreographed their performances if granting them
Kanazawa ButohKan
Kohzensha
Asbestos Studio’s Matsushiro
Branch.
44
,
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isting movements, these direct new movements to be constructed in
It is, of course, not individual motion that was created from
-

linked or combined movements, all of which combine together in a
work of Butoh to form a comprehensive whole45.
this time, whenever his Butoh was created, the “movements” or moveexcessive extent through this continual creation.
In public performances during the period, Hijikata performed allnew creations, but his activities could be said to demonstrate processes
works. Instead of «translating thoughts», he tried to «complete thoughts».
At the end of 1976, Hijikata Tatsumi discontinued the series of pubnation of “movements” in engineering terms, such as cell > stack >
module, the combinations are innumerable. In short, works can be
structured in unlimited variations. Let us compare these movements
and works to lego
lego blocks are

combinations exceeds those of lego blocks, offering endless possibilities for recombination and creative expression46.

45

and stacks make modules.
46
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The following opinion of Jean Baudrillard seems consistent with
prison cells, electronic cells, communist cells, or microbiological cells,
code. The code itself is nothing other than a genetic, generative cell
possible solutions from which to select»47.
In the context of our investigation here, we will use a series of words and

b) Bellmer or Wols
c) A Bundle of Lights Running from the Cheeks or Steam at the Feet
Item «a» movements includes movements expressing visible
these are movements associated with images that Hijikata presented

that Hijikata Tatsumi presented. In doing so, we will have to interview
of poems Hijikata possessed, referring in the process to the collection

knowledge and interests, but I wonder if we will ever be able to catch

47

Jean Baudrillard, Symbolic Exchange and Death
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up with his thoughts. For example […] what are the codes to express

Thought of Butoh Notation
“signs” in sacred texts, which disclose God’s wisdom, is left perma. In other words, the purpose is
about the Torah and its teachings.
-

«wisdom» itself. How did his pupils face that «wisdom»?
We have, thus, come back to the matter of the master-and-pupil
tational Butoh, but this will have to wait for some other time. For now,
managed to suppress their egos could participate in Hijikata Tatsumi’s
Butoh.
This fact is close to the essence of Hijikata Tatsumi’s Butoh. Although Butoh is regarded as existential, expressionistic dance, the
Hijikata Tatsumi and the Japa, Hijikata Tatsumi rebuilt his Butoh in the
sion of his concepts and art. Here, two points are to be mentioned. One
is an understanding of structuralism, which emerges upon denial of
existential thought. J. M. Domenach stated:

Uchida Tatsuru, Tasya to sisya (Others and the Deceased), cit., p. 50.
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49

.

and classical performing arts. In previous paper, I evaluated Hijikata’s
Masakatsu’s comments.
Here I will also cite Tanemura Suehiro, living at the same time as
Hijikata, predicted the essence of Hijikata’s Butoh: «It is expectation
.
Kabuki imitated Ningyou Joururi puppet theater
sciousness as a modern poison, Tanemura said: «In the brilliance of
50

of spiritualism – and a operator above, outside or under it»51.
made to walk; a person not living but made to live; a person not dead
.
There is no person other than a condemned prisoner who is detoh» in the walk of the prisoner.
[…]
52

49

Jean-Marie Domenach, Appearance of Structuralism, Structuralism,

50
Tanemura Suehiro, Kigu tositeno nikutai
April 1970, p. 169.
51
52

Hijikata Tatsumi, Keimusyo e

